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The 7 Habits for Educators
by Terri Vallelern elk

As an educator, do you often feel overwhelmed by the many "opponunities-
afforded educators these days: new curriculum. new instructional approaches. site
based management. gradua-
tion standards, service team-
ing. a call for increased
involvement with families
and the community. and the
inclusion of children with
unique learning needs. just to
name a few? Do you have a
sense of trying to do too
many things and not doing
any 01 them very well? Am
these challenges sometimes
compounded by feelings of
isolation and lack of control
or power?

The national bestseller
by Stephen Covey. The 7
HUH'S r'/ Highly hijectire
People. has long been read in
the business arena and is
influencing how individuals
and companies do their work.
For the past five years. many
educators in Minnesota have invested substantial time and energy in learning about
the ses en habits and considering their implications for educators and for our
schools. In this article. a brief overview or the habits is provided. followed by
descriptions and illustrations of three habits in action with educators. It is hoped
that this introduction to the seven habits will offer a sense of enciniragentent
related to Ole important task of being an effecti e educator (and human being! ).
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In 1988. we published our first issue
of //./PA CT focusing on what was then
referred to as integrated education -
students with and without disabilities
learning together. Three )ears later. we

published a second issue with

The benefits of a school's commitment to full inclusion can be
seen in the experiences of students such as these kindergartners
in ay. Chaska iMinnesotal Public Schools. See story on page IS.

Overview of the Seven Habits

The seven habits of highly effeefixe people as identified and discussed b)
Covey are: 1 I ) Re Proactive. (2) Begin with the bid in Mind. (3) Pat
First %hikes First (4) Think Win-Win. 15) Seek First re. f'ndrntand,

to be Understood. (6).5y/imize. and 171 Sharpen the Saw. The first
three habits rocw. nn self-mastery. gaining perspectis es and NI,. Ills that
help an individual to he personally more effective. The second three
habits relate to interacting w itli ()they, unite' standing and being able to
milli': concepts and skills that support an individual to he interpersonally

Habits, COM i Piled WI peg'' 22

a similar focus. although the
language had changed from
integrated 10 inclusive edu-
cation. We are now publishing
this third feature issue, titled
inclusion and School Resma--
taring to reflect an expanded
focus for inclusive schooling.

As we reflect on the past
eight years. the changes seem
extraordinary. Toda). inclu-
sion involves but has moved
beyond the domain of special
education. As indis iduals af-
filiated w id) the historically
separate worlds of general and
special education begin to join
together in more substantial
ways. they are learning about
the many shared challenges
invoked in proincting the
capacities of all children and

youth. They are also learning that by
sharing resources - people. commit-
ment. money, and experiences the)
can co- create more effect ix c educational
opportunities for more students. We
hope that this //l/PACT \\ill both affirm
and inform such collaborative efforts in
Creating schools that are inclusive and
successful. in which excellence and
equity are the dominant cultural norms.

CONTENTS
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The Evolution of Inclusive Education
by enniter York-Bair and Terri Vanderrook

It is hard to belies e that as recends as a decade ago the
language of hichoion as it pertained to students vi WI dis-
abilities in publi.: schools was unfamiliar or without much
awaiting to most educators and families. Ttalay. article.
about inclusion are featured in national magazines such as

,Voles and World Repon. McCall Sesame Strut
Parent. and Reader's Digest. It is also the topical locus for
entire issues or professional journals. such as EtthealiOntii
Leadership. Si-heJed Administrator. Phi Delta Kappan. and
Rented/a/ and Special Eduradon. In addition. there are lit-
erally hundreds. if not thousands. of hooks. manuals. x ideo-
tapes. and other materials related to inclusion in education.

The realities of shrinking fiscal resources
and expanding student diversity have

given rise to issues that cut to the very core
of our nations explicit commitment to

provide equitable educational
opportunities for all children.

Not only hine the quantity and sources of information
about inclusion changed dramatically, so too htoc the cut-
ent and contest of the information. Initially. much of the
literature emphasited success ',Lodes and descriptions or
strategies that emerged from isolated local efforts to integrate
more fully students vt ith set ere disabilities tv hut, historically.
had been e reluded from mainstreamed educational opportu-
nities. Indio idual families decided they did um %yarn their
children to glory up in a separate world. attending separate
education programs. and these families persevered to create
posnic change tor their children. It o as thew eflorts that
vv ere talked and tt linen about, and they became models for
other parents children, and schools.

Ad' near) groups and professionals leal ned from and
wined vt ith own) of the families in the effort to create 'note
inclusoe schooling opportunities. Federal and state educa-
tion and disability grant monies became a) ailable to boost
local capacities l'or inclusion. Nationally. there sprung up a
multitude of local proieL ts that demonstrated that students
vv ith set ere disabilities letikt be successfully included in
general eduction elm% ironments. The outcomes of thew
projects Medi% el) challenged traditional philosophies of
service provision.

quesions Own entia Pei! 111;11 kkt'I Iclait'd m Jody
pladlee

Since students are with general educators for most. if not
all, of the du>, tam can these classroom teachers be mean-
ingfully included in the 1E1) process"

If special educators are to nod. in the comes) of general
education classrooms. what is the best n at for them to
learn more about the social and curricular expectations in
those classrooms?

What curricular and instructional modifications are neces-
sary and who is responsible?

Hots can teachers he supported to grim ill their abilit)
sx ork in collahoratiVe Vldyl?

Host Enlist Lillie he scheduled to support co- teaching and
other approaches to shared instructional responsibility

If students %%lib se%ere disabilities are realizing more in-
clustye educational opportunities. %k hy aren't lie also in-
cluding students with more mild disabilities?

Questions also emerged in the polio) arena. including:

Can special educators and paraprofessionals nark tit ith
students yyho do not has e !EPS %%ithout experiencing
financial repercussions?

Can special educators uork in cross-categorical models of
support"

Shouldn't general and special educators base more prep-
aration for collaboratis e role expectations during their
preseryice

If resources are to be shared. hots can the needs of truly
challenged students he protected'?

Ultimately. %%110 is responsible for ensuring that educa-
tional needs are met?

What supports are appropriate for those students iiho are
potentially dangerous to themselves and others'?

If partnerships hem een general and special educators are
requited to effectively meet the needs of students in clas-
ses, how do school schedules need to be constructed it
support planning and teaching together?

The realities of shrinking fiscal resotaves and expanding
student di' coat> hate ;men rise to issues that cut to the set-)
core of our explicit C011111111111CIII to 1110% idc equi-

table educational opportunities for all children. It is not ten
common to heal th Iolluv%ing vaned.
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Who is adsocating for the "typical' student'?

Where is the extra support for ms child who is gifted!

How can you jtoair an aide for that student ss ho will
ties er meet the graduation standards?

Children w ith challenging helms Mrs Moe no right to he in
classes in which they are disruptive!

Huss can the teachers meet the needs of so mans do ersc
learners'?

These questions reflect a new era for education. mg just
special education. Will our educational communities choose
to share resources and responsibility for all students? Or M ill
Me "circle the ss agony and dis ide into camps? Will me ulti-
mately experience and understand that in diminishing an
child's educational opportunities, we diminish the strength of
a community? Are the values and commit:I-lents in place in
our local communities that are rethasites For the MLitt tl trust
and respect necessary for effect's e collaboration?

Johnson and Pugach (19961 suggest that a new and
substantially different wave of collaboration is emerging:
"...special educators must expand efforts to include reform-
ing the broader educational system so that it is increasingly

It is increasingly apparent in many school
communities that the opportunity to better
support all students can be realized when
creative, talented, and committed teachers
join together to...create new and flexible
instructional designs in today's extremely

diverse classrooms.

responsive to disersity...a collaboratisc orientation in Minch
all members or the schools ork together and are collect's els
occonntohle For the program of all students- cp. 2011. As
inclusive schooling opportunities and efforts expand. authen-
tic leaching and learning partnerships are emerging hetw cot
mans general and special educators. General educators are
learning that they too can meaningfulls contribute to the edu-
cation of students with disabithies. Special educators are
learning that they has e inch to contribute to many students
in classrooms, nut just those with identified special education
lbels,. It is increasingly apparent in Inarl school COMIMIni
ties that the opportunity to better support all students can be
reali/ed hen creatis c. talented, and commuted teachers thin
together to get to know students and f.unilies. lo share expel
iclice and Porspectiscs, and to et caw acs and flexible in
structional designs in today's extremely dis CPA` classroom,.

Inclusion. for mans of n,, has expanded to he both a
process and oulenme of in effective education. Mein don

mans pros iding equal educational opportunity by' cu-
crating leaning communities in which unique needs and
diverse capacities are recognized. understood. accepted, and
sallied. It is about meaningful collaboration and profes-
sional growth for the saried educational service prodders
ss ho have prey Musty worked in relatise isolation From One
another. It is about attempting to create positive social
change through education experiences. Mandated public
education has been put ponedls about eqdity and social
justice. Has it redly been about that, and ss ill it he about
that in the future?

There has e been. unfortunately. mans instances of
efforts referred to as inclusion that fell short of expectations.
Physical proximity is only an initial essential step toward
realizing an inclusive learning opportunits. Without explicit
attention and support to both social and curricular aspects of
inclusion. positive learning and growth will not occur. for
any of the students. Without explicit intention and support to
educators as they join together. the opportunities of inclu-
sion will not he realized.

Increasing complexity and diversity, combined with
diminishing resources. ruse created a crisis in public
schooling. As with most crises, both challenges and oppor-
tunities emerge. Each of us chooses our perspectise and
response. Some M ill choose the status quo and wait to Ms e
into action until more resources are made mailable ss hick

is likely to he a Nei') long wait. Some w ill choose to advo-
cate persistently and. hopeful's. convincingly fur more re-
sources. which is an important position for long-term
chimp:. Some will choose to do things differently M lib the
resources currently available. which is a pragmatic position

ithin an immediate circle of influence. In ,he words of Dr.
'tom !Snit% Professor of Education at the University of
Kansas. "Out of chaos and confusion can emerge defensis c-
ness and isolation. or mutual collaboration.- Fortunately .
many educators, community members. social stirs ice part-
ner,. and families are choosing to collaborate in the impwr-
lanl ark of educational and social change.

.lerniih lorkMirr is AAAriejoh, Prokmen peparhnem of
Educational Policy and Achninixtraiian. Ulikenily of

Minneapolis. She eras hr ?niched at 612/625
63,V. Terri Vanden-oak ix Oire-cow of Incluyire hitter anal,

ne, In SI Mlle Inreerarian. ( 'Myrna?.
0/ Ammesota. Aiinneapo/o. She may be 'ruched at 612/
615-655/.

Reference: Johnson, I... & Riyadh SI. t Num. Ilse cubit:nig dud
m.e tit Collallni \ will problem .ohinp. In W. Slainback
and S. Slainback 1 ( '011.11?..vri will issnrs r.whonfinc spry Lie
elk?, Wino- Dire? 4r/it/WIpc( HI, 5 11,11 l' 2041 Rn.tar, AIR n

liacon



4 Overview

Creating Inclusive School :;:
What Does the Research Say?

by Margaret I. McLaughlin, Sandra H. Warren, and Patricia F. Schofield

As the momentum to create inclusive schools and clas-
srooms has swelled and our insight about these schools has
deepened, there is an increased need to examine the research
on inclusion. In fact, some of the most commonly asked
questions about inclusion are. "What does the research say?
What happens to students in inclusive classrooms? Do

As the momentum to create inclusive
schools and classrooms has swelled and

our insight about these schools has
deepened, there is an increased need to

examine the research on inclusion.

parents and teachers like it? What does inclurion cost?". The
answers to these and similar questions are nit immediately
evident, nor will they he easy questions to answer. Yet. an
emerging research base is suggesting some positive trends as
well as pointing to important issues for future research.

Before we review selected findings. we will examine
some of the issues involved in conducting research on inclu-
sion. First is the definition of inclusion. The literature sug-
gests many definitions. Sonte define inclusion in terms of
placement by calling for the education of students with
disabilities "side-by-side" with nondisabled peers. Others
define inclusion in terms of a systemic change that alters the
organization of general and special education programs and
resources. There is "full inclusion" and "partial inclusion."
Schools vary widely in how they define and impleitemt
inclusion. These variations are rarely made clear in the
existing research. The context of the intervention called
"inclusion- is not well known. Descriptions of inclusion in
the research literature may note that teachers are collaborat-
ing. but we don't know whether the collaboration or co-
teaching is supported by an overall school coinmitment to
inclusion or whether these are isolated ad hoc arrangements.

Another complicating factor is the diversity represented
by students in inclusive classrooms. Research tends to focus
on a single student or a group of students with similar
disability designations. Often overlooked in the research is
the broader context of the classroom and the learner needs
and resources in the heterogeneous classroom. The experi-
ences and achievements of students %% ith of (Mita
learning problems have not been well documented or Lval-
tutted. This leads doubters to say. 'This is all very nice. but I
let it can't work in my class'" In short. the available re-
search is %cry uneven with respect to context. Rich desalt,

tions of the context of the inclusive classroom are essential to
make meaning of the existing research and to validate effec-
tive practices. Despite these problems. there are preliminary
findings to he shared from the research on inclusion.

Impact of Inclusion on Students

A wide range of methodologies have been used to exam-
ine the impacts of inclusive education on the academic and
social knowledge and skills of students. These methodolo-
gies include meta-analysis. IEP goal reviews. observations,
interviews, and the use of standardized or norm-referenced
instruments. In addition, a wide range of skills and abilities
have been explored. Some studies have focused on very
narrow skills as their indicators of success while others have
looked at changes in a number of skill areas. Findings from
these varied studies suggest that, in general, students with
widely varying disabilities supported in inclusive settings
may do as well as or better than their peers supported in
separate classrooms. However, these findings are not defini-
tive across all disability areas or all academic areas. For
example, sonic research involving students with learning

A good deal of research has been
conducted to identify practices that support
inclusion and their impacts on classrooms.

The key finding of these studies is that
inclusion requires collaboration between

general and special educators...

disabilities has indicated that a certain number of such stu-
dents may not make academic gains within general education
classrooms despite extensive interventions. Findings about
the improvement in social interactions and communication
skills in inclusive classrooms are consistently positive related
to students with more significant developmental
Hnally, there is no evidence of negative impact on studt.nts
without disabilities: in fact. several studies have shown the
positive impact on these students in area, such as developing
responsibility and positive attitudes about diversity

II Research on Effective Practices

A good deal of research has been conducted to ideinie,
practices that support inclusion and their impacts on class-
rooms. The key finding 01 these studies is that inclusion
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requires collaboration between general and special educators
and regularly scheduled time to plan instruction. An impor-
tant finding is that most, if not all. accommodations and sup-
ports seem to he able to be provided in general education
classrooms when adequate resources exist. Much of the
responsibility and expectation for making individualized
accommodations and planning for students with disabilities is
assumed by the special educators.

II Stakeholder Perceptions and Attitudes

There is an emerging research base that has examined
the perceptions of key participants: school staff. families. and
students involved in inclusion. Researchers have used inter-
views, surveys, and focus groups to investigate these atti-
tudes and perceptions. Some of the earlier studies found that
teachers and other school staff expressed concern and frus-
tration over the amount of time involved in collaborative
planning, developing cun-culum modifications, and orches-
trating social interactions. School staff also had concerns
about their level of knowledge about inclusion. Mort recent
studies have indicated that as parents and teachers have more
experience with inclusion, they report more beneficial
aspects. Teachers who have had students with disabilities in
their classes develop more positive attitudes toward these
students and increase their expectations for achievement of
the students. Teachers also report learning new skills and
gaining confidence in teaching the students, as well as
experiencing greater collegial support and less isolation in
their changing roles.

Findings from recent studies of parent attitudes are more
encouraging regarding parents' perceptions of the positive
academic. behavioral. and social outcomes in inclusive class-
rooms. but parents continue to he concerned about physical
and psychological safety issues. Some research indicates that
parents of nondisahled students are initially skeptical about
the impact of inclusion. fearing that it will "take away from-
their child's achievement. With experience, some general
education parents report feeling positively about the social
and academic benefits for their children and the increased
support in the general education classroom.

The Costs of Inclusion

A frequently asked question is. "What are the costs of
inclusion'!" Several studies, including at least two statewide
evaluations. are providing insight about the costs of inclu-
sion. Generally, this research suggests that inclusion can cost
morc at the beginning. Increased coals are reported in areas
such as personnel (particularly increased hiring of parapro-
fessionals). professional development, and renovating school
buildings to make them accessible. Soinctimes additional lift-
equipped in- other specially equipped vans aced to he pur-
chased. But. most of the costs are one -tick expenditures
required during the transition to more inclusive services. and

can he offset by tuition savings when students return from
high cost private schools or other out-of-district placements
or from decreased transportation costs for those students

The research does suggest that effective
inclusion must be carefully crafted for

individual students and classrooms, and
that thoughtful evaluation of practice and
policy will provide the necessary base for

continuing the evolution of effective
practices for all students.

who can ride the regular school buses. The increase in the
numbers of paraprofessionals hired to support individual
students with disabilities in inclusive classrooms does seem
to be a long-term and potentially increasing cosi in many
school districts. Some school districts more experienced
with inclusion are beginning to examine how these individu-
als can most effectively support the inclusion of students in
the life of the classroom and are creating ways to "fade" the
support of paraprofessionals to individual students and
expand support to all students.

Summary

The research base at this time consists of isolated
studies with varied students and settings. As yet, there arc
no definitive answers to the many questions posed. The
research points to henefits as well as challenges for effec-
tive practice. There is a need for large-scale studies that can
consider the many factors that contribute to effective inclu-
sion. What this review cannot do is capture the many anec-
dotes and positive experiences or students. families. at. I
schools. The research does suggest that effective inclusion
must he carefully crafted for individual students and class-
rooms, and that thoughtful evaluation of practice and policy
will provide the necessary base for continuing the es olumn
of effective practices for all students.

Margaret J. McLaughlin is Associate Director, Sondra 11.
Warren is Faculty Research Associate, and Patricia E.
Scholiehl is Faculty Research Assistant. all with the Institute
for the Study of Exceptional Children and Youth. Depart-
ment of Special Education. University ey Maryland, College
Mirk. They may he reached at 301/405-0405. A bibliogra-
phy (4.1'1'Sn/roll on which this article nos based is available
join: Margaret McLaughlin at Department qf Sptu.ial
Eclunilicm, Benjamin Building. University of Maryland,
College Park, MD 20742 301/314.9158 (hi U.
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Overcoming Barriers to Creating Inclusive Schools
by Virginia Roach

While some policymakers continuo to ask "Altnrrld we
promote inclusion?... practitioners across the country are
asking -how should we promote inclusion ? ". As practition-
ers increasingly grapple with issues associated with imple-
menting inclusion, common themes, concerns. and solutions
hay, emerged that can provide guidance to huilding
trators, teachers. and family members. This article will dis-
cuss a few of the common harriers cited by building admin-
istrators and some of the creative approaches that their
colleagues have used to m eremite these obstacles to includ-
ing students with disabilities in the general education pro-
gram. ..vhile administrators cite varying barriers to imple-
menting inclusion. many of their concerns (tenet-all) fall into
the following Emir major categories: (I I initiating inclusion.
(21 professional development. 31scheduling and staffing.
and (-() responding to state and district testing and account-
ability programs.

1111 Initiating Inclusion

Alum building administrators me concerned \OM how
to initiate inclusion in their schools. Concerns range from
how to discuss inclusion w ith parents of general caveat ion
students. to convincing general education teachers to -take
in- students w ith disabilities. to convincing special education
teachers to ''let go- of "their- students. Principals often ask
how to determine which students and teachers should man
inclusion in the building..fhe simple answer to these ques-
tions is that there is no nite'saI al answer: the solution de-
pends on the specific school culture. teachers within the
school. parental concerns and expectations. and the eonimir-
nit) in w Inch the school operates. Some approaches.
however. have been successful ileross districts.

First. initiating inclusion in a school building requires an
enorilloth amount of conlillUnication amoitg teacher.. firnii-
lies. students, and building administnuors. Principals in suc-
cessftil inelusitc schools t)pically hold parent and commu-
nity forums and dedicate w \ end staff meetings to the topic
before They implement school-wide programs of inclusion.
uhe purpose of these forums is l'or participants to hat e an
opporninity to ask questions. air cencems, and hat e their
questions anti Concerns understood and addressed. Forums
are successful when school officials listen and respond to
comments in order to plan appropriatel), rather than present
completed plans to the school communit).

Second, principals and teachers alike tenon (hat inclu
.ion 111;11 begins \% kit teacher Nollintoers. heroic into ing lu
niandalOr participation by all teachers, seems to reduce
teacher resisiance (whew it exist. Principals note that those
leathers most resistant to inehls1011 Ina) he those 'cachets

t. ho least understand inclusion. In man) instances. allow. 111g
hesitant teachers ample opportunity to observe inclusive
classrooms helps to show them that their instructional
techniques. classroom organitation. and behavior manage-
ment mechanisms Ma) need little adaptation for the new I)
included student. In addition. observing inclusive classes
shows special educators specifically how they can work
within the general education environment.

Some school districts phase-in inclusion ver) graduall),
while others rapidly convert the entire district w ithin a few
years. The method of phasing-in inclusion in it particular
district depends on how inclusion was initiated, but need not
shape the type of support teachers and parents revel \c. For
example. if inclusion begins because a child is included as
the result of a hearing officer's decision. too often the district
thirealter will implement inclusion on a case-by-case bask
and will not take a systemic approach to including all eligible
silidents in the general program. In contrast, successful
administrators have used such opportunities to begin estab-
lishing school-wide structures to support children in the gen-
entl classroom. such as conducting NIAPS (McGill Action
Planning System) sessions. dineloping block schedules on a
school-wide basis. and creating "circle of friends- support

sterns 11w students. In this way. the first included student
becomes a po.itit e example for the facult) of how to change
the structure of the school to support inclusion. and hence
pat es the tt a> or the inclusion climber studenis.

Professional Development

The kc) In succe,sful inclusion is opportunities OF pro.
cession:II de \ elopment for teachers. Suceesslul iniusion
efforts general]) include our i)pes of teacher de, elopment:

Site visits for teachers to inclusive schools and class-
rooms. Throo,th such n iris leachers can gain a picture of
what inclusion is. In addition. recei mg teachers will often
oh,ene a child in his of her special education etas, to gam
some understanding of the .talent prior to placement in
the legular classroom.

Situation - specific problem soh ing sessions. In these
sessions. building teachers work together to identif)
needed resources and straiegies to meet the needs of sin-
dents in their classes. Principals in 11CCess,.111 UW11.1.'1011

school. often restrUCtare their I.:it:1111) Meeting. so that !he
hulk of e linne Is spent addressing leacher convents about
milk hind' sludeol. and classroom stralepics ( /Mei pi in
cipals ieslructille their .LIMN.' dally schedules to rob ids
an opportunit) tot litcult) Io meet incr.) da) a, discuss
so acmes amt moblem soh ing. Silll oilier principuls how
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created site teams at each school. composed of parents and
teachers ho jointly problem-solve and make recommen-
dations on the training needs of the staff. In all of these
instances. principals emphasite that any student may be
the subject of teacher problem- solving. not just those ho

are recessing special education services.

Development opportunities focused on instructional
strategies and adapting curriculum to use with diverse
learners. In addition to this opportunit), administrators in
inclusive schools and districts report the importance of
providing opportunities for teacher. to learn about click:
his e classroom and behas ior management strategies.

Development opportunities that support the change
process in general. Although less common. some princi-
pals arrange for inspirational speakers and experts on the
change process to help staff understand and cope w ith the
stress and anxiety connected with restructuring schools
and corking ith diverse student populations These sup-
port sessions are described as "care for the can.gisers."

Scheduling and Staffing

Many principal. worry about how to schedule special
education teachers so that they are not hectically running
from one class to another to pros ide in -class support for stu-
dents ss hit IEPs. Successful principals hate !blind that creat-
ing a building-wide block schedule for all teachers and re-
lated service personnel, in collaboration with the faculty,
pros ides the needed checks and balances to the schedule to
ensure that students' instructional needs are being inet. while
not placing an undue burden on any one professional in the
building. Assignments should he made so that all classroom
teachers in a gas en grade level has e a range of di% ersits
represented in the students in their classes. Then. all special-
ists. teachers. and related service personnel should be
deplosed across the schedule as needed. For instance. if an
additional teacher is needed to pros ide reading support in a
particular class, the support may he pros ided lit either the
reading specialist. the learning disabilities resource teacher.
or the -self-contained" special education teacher assigned to
the school. Teacher. are assigned Ile \ ibls hatted on need.
rather than based on their designated "lahels' and those of
the student.. ('laser on teachers also adjust their dads
classroom schedules to allow teachers to he assigned in
longer "blocks." rather than switching classrooms each 30-51)
minute period.

111 Testing and Accountability Programs

:mirth area of concern lot building principal. is
hether and how to include students 55 ith disabilities in
testing and occountabilits mograms. Os et the past decade.
states has e mereasingls required student. to take statewide
assessment. at son ih points in then school cakes. I hl ten.

schools and districts are es:dilated. or compared to other
districts, on the median test scores of their students. Os er the
past five sears there has been a significant increase in the
rewards and sanctions that state departments of education ca.:
apply to districts based on student test scores. Principals
planning for inclusion wonder if students ss ith disabilities
ss ill he included in the testing process. Principals also worn
that if these students are included their test scores w ill bring
down the median school scores. In addition, teachers worn
that they will he es attuned based on their students' scores.

Many inclusion principals note that many students with
IEP. actually score higher on standardized tests than some of
their non-labeled peers. The designation of a disability alone
does not predestine a student to perform poorly on such tests.
In addition, research has shown that not on') does inclusion
have no negative impact on the achievement of the general
school population. it can have a positive impact on student
achievement. This is because teachers in Whist\ e schc ills
are much more attuned to the indi idual needs of all students
as the seek to meet the needs of students with identified
disabilities in their classrooms. Teachers in successful inclu-
sion classrooms often are more adept at presenting materials
in multiple formats to capitalize on the learning strengths of
students. Sonic states and districts are requiring each school
to report the test scores of all of the students that I e in the
school's catchment area. regaroriesi, of where they r 10

Cr /u01. These t\ pes of policies further create a level -111:1\ ing
field'' when it comes to assessment and accountabilits. Prin-
cipals caution polies makers that under no circumstance.
should state and district policies force local administrators to
choose hem ern "looking good- and pros iding students with
disabilities access to the general education curriculum and
program through inclusion.

N Conclusion

In recent sears the debate shout inclusion has shifted
from "amnia student. be included in the general program to
/um should students be included in the general program. The
ease with which principals are able to implement inclusion
seems to he related to how s\ stemic the mine 10 inclusion is
in !heir stoic, district. and school. That is. in those schools
w here inclusion is a philosophs that undergirds the entire
educational program. issue. associated w ith initiating inclu-
sion. teacher raining. staffing and scheduling. and student
assessment and accountabilits are handled in a fashion that
honclits all stut. I ents. not just those \\ its disabilities.

corn, krIrk Ii IN I I.CrIlliVr 1.411[111W01111i .V1firiolell

I tid,(111/10,1 Of Stair /S1 /VI/10r /4///l'ai/01..11ciatien
I ereinia She mery he lCrirltra t 70.76S,1 -,111110
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Cooperative Teaching: A Strategy for Successful Inclusion
hr Jeunnr Bainvens and Jack J. Hotireade

Perhaps the single most dramatic J.: elopmnt in Ameri-
can education over the past decade is the fast-emerging con-
sensus that the traditional educational structure of the schools

that is, one teacher teaching and responsible for only one
group of students is inadequate for today and will be even
more inadequate tomorrow. This traditional approach to in-
struction. based as it is on the implicit assumption of a homo-
geneous student population, is ineffective in a school system
that is increasingly diverse.

M Restructuring the "Lonely Profession"

Most proposals to make the general education classroom
more responsive to the greater range of student instructional
needs involve rethinking how school professionals work.
Historically. teaching has been a "lonely profession". with
teachers working in nearly total isolation from each other.
How do schools move away from teaching as a "lonely pro-
fession"? The most promising alternative is the establishment
of professional collaborative relationships between leachers.
This requires restructuring the present model or instruction
such that general educators and specialists (e.g.. special
educators. speech therapists) develop a common understand-
ing of learning opportunities and demands in heterogeneous
classrooms and sham instructional responsibilities for diverse
groups or students. One way to effectively structure profes-
sional roles and responsibilities is cooperative teaching.

Cooperative teaching invokes a fundamental rethinking
of Me traditional one teacher-one classroom arrangement. In
cooperative teaching. Iwo (or morel educators possessing
distinct sets of skills work in a coordinated fashion to teach
academically heterogeneous groups of students jointly in the
general education classroom (Bauwens & 1-loureade. 1995, p.
46). A general educator and an instructional specialist (e.g.. a
special education teacher. ESL teacher, school psychologist.
etc.) arc present simultaneously in the general education
classroom for at least pan of the instructional day. The essen-
tial philosophy undergirding such an arrangement is that all
cdiunion are reVOliSible fiurallstudetus.

Mi The Five Cooperative "P's"

As more schools arc implementing cooperative teaching.
greater knowledge and insight are heing gained. The esperi-
ence of two educators working side-by-side in a general edu
cation classroom generates a novel professional relationship
lor most participants. Through our work with school person-
nel initiating effective cooperative teaching programs. we
have identified live key elements that are essential to a fully
de% eloped and maximally effective Limpet (Ms e teaching

arrangement. We refer to those elements as the hire ('orp-
enuive "P's-, and the) are described as follows:

Cooperative Presence. Many educators begin what they
believe to he cooperative teaching by simply being
together in the classroom at the same time. Cooperative
presence is a necessary but insufficient element for true
cooperative teaching. In the absence of other key elements
(especially cooperative planning). cooperative presence
generates little structural change. Under such an arrange-
ment many special services providers report that they "fed
like an aide."

Cooperative Planning. Cmperwit'e plan»ing invoh es
two educators meeting regularly to collaboratively design
and prepare unit and lesson plans. to differentiate specific
roles and responsibilities, and to identify the resources
they need, In these meetings, which typically work best if
scheduled every week to two weeks, a clear sense of pro-
fessional equality must he established between the two
participants. It is important to distinguish between coop -
erative planning and parallel p/anning. Parallel planning.
often observed in the early stages of a school's attempts to
adopt an inclusion philosophy, is characterized by both
teachers focusing on the same curricular areas as they plan
together. However. in parallel planning each teacher plans
for only one subgroup of the students (e.g.. the general
educator plans only for the typical students. while the
special services provider plans for the students with special
needs). Such an approach fails to provide the integrated
educational coordination necessary for maximizing in-
structional effecth (Mess.

Cooperathe Presenting. Cooperative presenting refers to
the establishment of instructional equivalence in the rela-
tive weight or the professional roles each educator assumes
in the general education classroom. This is in stark contrast
to a cooperative presence, in which the roles and contribu-
tions of the two typically are n(4 perceived as equivalent.
Unless contnsned for heforchand through careful coopera-
tive planning, it is not unusual lot the educational support
pray ider (e.g.. special educator. bilingual educator) to
perceive himself /herself to he secondary. if not superflu-
ous. in that classroom. with the general educator still de-
livering most of the instruction. In such situations. 'wither
the underlying philosophy of cooperative teaching nor its
maximal instructional effeetistmcss arc realized. The key
is to identify specific instructional tasks that can he accom-
plished only when two school professionals are present
simultaneously and then base the cooperati% e teaching
approach amund those.
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Cooperative Processing. OnPriem/ire prat ,ssing refers to
the necessity for the two participants in cooperative teach-
ing to he constantly monitoring and evaluating their coop-
eratk e teaching and its results. This requires thorough
reflection and ongoing mutual debriefing. Cooperative pro-
cessine works best as an integral part of cooperative plan-
ning. This ongoing analysis component must evaluate at
least two dimensions of cooperative teaching. First, the
educators must he concerned with the total effectiveness of
their cooperative teaching: that is, how efficiently anti
effectively content and instruction are being delivered.
Secondly. and equally important (though an unfamiliar
task for most educators), the two must also continually
CN aluate the quality of their professional relationship. This
involves actively considering their independent and mutual
commitments to their new relationships with each other
and with their students. It is important to recognize the
interpersonal dynamics of an evolving teaching partner-
ship. This represents a significant change in practice for
most teachers who are used to working autonomously and
must now learn to make co:laborative decisions.

Cooperative Problem-Solving. The paradigm shift
inherent in moving into cooperative teaching makes the ap-
pearance of problems inevitable. With this in mind. in
cooperative teaching the two participants must he able to
engage in cooperellive problem-Aoiring. which includes
defining the pmhlem. brainstorming possible solutions.

selecting a solution that appears to best address the prob-
lem, planning who will do what in the solution, and
implementing and evaluating the solution.

kill Conclusion

In the infancy of cooperati e teaching 1(1 years ago,
early practitioners believed intuitively in the power of col-
laboration. However. they often struggled to identify the
specific components and strategies most likely to maximize
the strength of two education professionals working together.
Alter a decade of extensive research and practice. coopera-
tive teaching clearly has demonstrated itself to he an impres-
sively powerful instructional strategy for providing success
tor students with special needs in general education class-
rooms. This success is due in large pan to accurate anal) sis
and determination of these fundamental components most
necessary for effective cooperative teaching. Teacher know-
ledge and mastery of these components is a prerequisite to
successful implementation of cooperative teaching.

"mune Berne ots and Jack .1. 11(mwade are Prencessors in the
College of Education. Boise State Univemity. Boise. Idaho.
Jeanne may be reached al 20S/385-3267. and Jack at 208/
.38S-3544.

Reference: Ram\ ens. l . & Hourcale. 1.1. (19951. cooperative
teaching: R.tuiltling the .selunolhmoifor AllaleellN. Austin. TX:
PRO-ED.

Inclusion Materials from the Institute on Community Integration

The following materials are available from the Publications Office, Institute on Community integration. University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis. For additional it fonnation. including cost, contact the of at 612/624-4512.

Lessons for Inclusion (1993). A K-4 curriculum de-
signed to assist educators in developing caring classroom
communities in which all children are valued members.

Community Connections (1993). A 36-lesson curricu-
lum that facilitates positive relationships. communica-
tion, and a sense of community among students during
advisory period or homeroom in middle school.

Yes I Can Program (1996). A 20-lesson junior and
senior high school curriculum designed to bring together
students with and without disahilities for instructional
and experiential activities focusing on Friendship, dis-
ability, and overcoming barriers to social inclusion.

Dropout Prevention Series (1996). Six publications
from collaborative dropout prevention research con-
ducted by the University of Minnesota, University of
Washington. and University of California-Santa Barham.
The publications include summaries of research findings,

descriptions of intervention strategics. case studies. and
policy issues. Titles include:

Staying in School: Strategies for Middle School Students
with Learning and Emotional Disabilitie.:

Relationship Building and Affiliation Activities in School
Based Dropout Prevention Programs

Tip the Balance: Practices and Policies that influence
School Engagement for Youth at Risk for Dropping Our

Dropout Prevention Resource Document: interventions to
.Support Junior High Students at Highest Risk for Drop-
ping Out of School

Check and Connect: A Dropout Prevention Procedure for
Keeping Kids in School

PACT Manual: Parent and Community Teams for Shall
SIW(VSS

9 E7 COPY AVAILABLE
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Facilitating Learning in Heterogeneous Classrooms
by Mary A. Falvey and Christine C. Girlie,-

leterogeneous groups of students make up classrooms
throughout the count!). Traditional instructional appruadtes
in which teachers stand in front of the class and lecture.
doing most of the talking w bile students passit ely listen and
perhaps take notes. are rare!) effective in creating instruc-
tional environments that truly educate and motivate all stu-
dents. Fortunately. this outdated, one-size-fits-all instruc-
tional approach is being replaced with instruction that is ap-
propriate for a variety of learning styles. that is inter-dente,
and that motivates learners. The newer approaches to
instruction. in tt hich diversity is not only recognized but
valued and affirmed. are the most likely to he successful in
teaching all students. including those who hat e lahels such as
"disabled". "at risk". and "difficult to teach." In this article.
we will briellt, describe three of many models being used to
create more effective instruction in heterogei icons class-
rooms: naafi* intelligerao. individual an'onintadatioib,
URI /11.11111clion.

Multiple Intelligences

Effective implementation or multiple teaching strategies

increases the likelihood that all students can access meaning-
ful learning experiences. The Multiple Inteliq2ence Theort
originated by Howard Gardner t 19811 and refined by Thomas
Armstrong (1987, 19941. prof ides one useful framework for
developing multiple teaching strategies. This model describes
the range of abilities that people possess according to ,;et en
'intelligence- categories. It is important to note that each
human being possesses all seven intelligences. tt ith some
intelligences more highly def eloped than others tt ithin each
hulk ideal. Follow ing arc met-descriptions or the net,
intelligences and respectite instructional approaches best
suited for each:

linguistic Intelligence. The capacity to use oral and/or
written words effectit elt . Students who hate strong
linguistic nnelli.gence are likely to benefit from traditional
teaching qrategies, such as lectures and note-taking. Edu-
cators can broaden students' learning in the area of linguis-
tic intelligence through stint telling. brainstorming. use or
tape recorders, journal writing: and publishing students'
wink (Armstrong. 19941.

Logical- Mathematical Intelligence. The ahilit to el Ice-
th el) use !Thither, and to reason. Students with strong
hietco/-marhentoricell iniclliccin c hat e succeeded and
etcelled in traditional math and science classes. 1 he
follow ing strategics can he used for tie' eloping logical-
mathematical intelligence and enhancing learning ht
students lor whom this is a strength across all sublects

huight in school: the use of calculations. quantification.
classifications. and categorizations: critical thinking and
problem soh ing across all subject. (Armstrong. 19941.

Spatial Intelligence. The capacity to aceuratelt perceit c
the visual/spatial world and create internal mental images.
Students with strong sprain/ intellimence readily respond to
and learn information presented visually. The following
strategies can he used to facilitate learning through spatial
intelligence: giving students opportunities to create visuali-
zations: using color cues on worksheets, chalkboards. teat -
hooks and other printed material: det eloping and using
pictorial metaphors of concepts: using drawings to create
solutions or responses to questions across all areas of the
Curriculum: and hat ing teachers use graphic st mhols to
represent concepts (Armstrong. 1994).

Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence. The ability to skillfully
move one's body and to move and manipulate objects.
Students with strengths in boclilv-kinesthetic- intelligence
learn and communicate through mot ement. This tt pe of
intelligence can he reinforced and activated when educa-
tors use a variety of gross motor activities. including: using
body nun einem% to answer questions (going beyond just
students raising then hands): using the classroom as a
theater to "act our content in textbooks. problems. or other
materials: pantomiming specific concepts: learning tt ith
"hands-on- materials: and using the hod) parts to create
specific knowledge (Armstrong. I 994 ).

Musical Intelligence. A sensitis itt to and grasp of the
elements of music. Students tents strong nuiAical mirth-
voice are not necessarily gifted singers or musicians. hul
are likely to learn through rhythm. The following are Wa) 5
to incorporate rraisiC into the entire curriculum: using
rht thins. raps. and chants to teach concepts: using
musical selections that represent or reflect the content of
the curriculum: playing music in the background while
teaching: and using musical selections to depict the etents
and feelings within a story or hook (Armstrong. I 9i)4 t.

Interpersonal Intelligence. The capacitt to perceit 1e ant.
distinguish moods. intentions, and feelings of others.
Students with strokj imetpersoned haelligice are often
described its outgoing and empathic. The follow ing :lent
'ties are suggested for teaching approaches that incorporate
inter:whom. among students: peer sharing of materials and
je.ponsibilities: hat ing students construct sculptures of
concepts using the students: using cooperatite groupings:
Usilig games to teach and/or icinloree concepts: and using
simulations to learn about es (MIN. feelings. allerliathe
strategies for ing 1 Arnistiong, 19441.
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Intrapersonal Intelligence. The ability to know one's self
zuld act on the basis of that knowledge, Int lopersonal
intelligence is manifested in students who arc more likely
to learn when given the opportunity to learn on their own.
The following activities are suggested for incorporating
intrapersonal intelligence into daily routines: using reflec-
tion activities: connecting the curriculum to students' per-
sonal lix es and/or future experiences: gix ing students
choices of what to do. xx hen. and how: and encouraging
students to express their feelings (Armstrong. 19941.

III Individual Accommodations

In urde to learn. some students will need mote specific
assistance than what is provided by multiple instructional
strategies. Accont»iodatiemx are individualized supports that
promote access to learning without modifying expectations
l'or the student. Schools are required to provide accommoda-
tions in order to facilitate students' access to learning. Com-
mon accommodations include extending the time for students
with learning disabilities to take tests. providing students
with instruction in their first language when they arc not
proficient in English. and using adaptive devices for students
with physical disabilities. The methods for evaluating per-
formance when a student has been provided with aCC01111110-
dation,. should in no way penalize the student because of the
use of tin accommodation. For example, if a student iises a
computer to answer test questions while other students hand
write their responses. no reference should be made 10 the
computer when calculating that student's grade.

Accommodations can involve providing students with
add itiodal supports. Personal supports can range front peri-
odic checks on a student, to continuous support for a specific
activity supporting personal care needs in the rest-
room). to continuous support across all activities. When
stone students nwke transitions from ) ear to yelr, one ser-
N ice delivery mode! to another. or one school to another,
additional suppois night he needed. Personal supports can
he pros ided by same-age or older peers. special or general
education teachers. relatcd service personal. instructional or
health care assistants v ,:auteers. or administrators.

Aceonlinculathms slhitild he provided to students only
when it is necessary to Mcilitat:' their access to the learning
process. As their skills hicome more proficient and the nee.'
fur the accommodations lec,ens. accommodations should he
laded and, if possible. elimidated, There are some students
who w ill always require pat wul accommodat ions; such
accommodations should not ht. laded. but rather he updated
and modified as the curriculum end student needs dictate.
When accommodations are provided, care should he taken to
assist students in their use tit such a ssa\ that the students arc
physically, socially. and emotionally included in all itch% i-
ties. Dis ma) require pis ing all students the opportunit) lu
use an accommodation to reduce ant, it story about il.

Multi-Level Instruction

Occasionally a student. even with the presence of
multiple teaching strategics and accommodations, is still
unable to access the curriculum in a meaningful way. and so
alternatives are necessary. Alternative strategies are often
referred to as nut/ti-/eve/ eillfrifratill. In multi -level instruc-
tion. students are provided with indis idualized supports in
order to facilitate their access to learning. and the expecta-
tions for the students are modified. Multi-level instruction
provides students opportunities to participate. even if only
partially. Multi-level instruction should be designed for an
individual student. It can include teaching the same cur-
riculum at a less complex level: teaching the same cur-
riculum with functional application to daily routines or life:
teaching the same curriculum, but reducing the performance
standards: teaching the same curriculum at a slower pace:
and teaching a different but related curriculum. Teachers
must remember that multi -level instruction should be attemp-
ted in a manner that ensures the least obtrusive modification
possible is made for each student. There will he students w ho
have such enduring learning needs that certain adaptations
and/or modifications must he made to structure the learning
task for student success. Such adaptations and/or mtxlifica-
lions should not he used unless absolutely necessary and they
should he faded as soon as possible.

Conclusion

A variety of tools and strategies to facilitate the learning
of diverse students in heterogeneous classrooms and schools
have been described in this article. Still. the re are no easy
recipes or formulas. Each educator must develop his or her
own style of teaching as scientist. artist. and decision-maker.
broadening the repertoire of instructional tactics, end making
learning accessible to and motivating for all students in our
classrooms.

/gory A. Falvey is Professor anti Christine C. Ginner is
Associate Pmfessar sridt the Division of Special &hum
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One School's Journey to Full Inclusion
by Richard Sehanniall alld Linda Pear°

Fall inclusion has been referred to as the centerpiece of
special education reform in the 1981s and 1990s. Ironically .
it is often discussed exclusive of reform in general education.
Changes in special education must be inextricably linked to
reform and restructuring in general education if either is to
succeed. Swanton Elementary School's journey to become a
fully inclusive school is one example of how reform in
special education can be linked to restructuring efforts in
general education,

Swanton Elementary is an elementary school with 625
students in rural northwest Vermont. The school's explora-
tion of inclusive special education began in 1980. and a fully
inclusive approach was implemented in 1986. For the past 10
years. there have been no self-contained special education
classes or resource rooms; children are supported through a
non-categorical continuum of services in general education
classes and in the community. These special education sup-
port services include supplemental professional and parapro-
fessional instruction and related services (speech. language.
psychological, occupational therapy. etc.). consultation. and
direct instruction of students in the general education setting.
All special education services are supplemental and comple-
ment a range of other educational options that are pan or any
student' s program.

Swanton's journey to full inclusion continues to evolve.
Through a Mixture of many adventures. exhilarating experi-
ences, challenges. and yes, a few mistakes, much insight has
been gleaned. Modifications continue to he nude to meet the
diverse and changing needs of our learning community.

Beginning the Journey

In 1980. the S%vanton Elenientary School begun to con-
sider Outcomes Based Education. As it did so, the need for
the school to articulate a philosophy and mission became
evident. Without a philosophical foundation. staff and par-
ents had no guideposts for judging which ideas and intima-
tions were worthy of our embrace and effort. After a year
and a half of community conversations, a % ision and mission
emerged. The Swanton School Vision stales:

The Swanton School is a caring, responsible. respectful.
community of learners. Our work is supported by inquiry
and reflection. promotes personal integrity. citwenship.
and lifelong learning.

The Swanton School Mission Statement says:

The Swanton School community believes that gi%eu
enough time and the appropriate instruction, sffidents "ill
achieve what is considered necessary to learn. We recog-

ni /c that students anis e at school w ill differing back-
grounds, influences, and needs. We are committed to the
concepts of fairness and justice which reflect a concern for
each indivith:m's development. dignity, and growth po-
tential. Approaches to discipline and social responsibility
in our school will promote behavioral changes that em-
power students to understand their obligations to others as
members of a democratic society.

Staff, parents. and other community members use the % ision
and mission statements as filters for our conversations about
what we are doing. how effective our practices .re. and what
direction we might take next. Ideas consistent with the ten-
ants of our vision and mission are given serious consider-
ation and ones that conflict are soon abandoned. The vision
has provided the school with a sense of continuity' and direc-
tion. and along with our mission has led to changes in prac-
tice at the classroom and systems levels.

As our journey continued. Swanton Elementary shifted
from a traditional "continuum of placements- model. where
student's strengths and needs determined placement. to a
"continuum of services model-. where a.. II children are in
age-appropriate classes with a range of supports and accom-
modations. A numher of specific strategies involving class-
room teachers were used to implement the new model. in-
cluding student planning teams. classroom accommodations,
strategies for problem-solving, in-class paraprofessional
support. and partnerships with parents.

While changes in classroom practices were critical to
implementation of an inclusive approach. we have learned
along the way the importance of systemic ley el change to
sustain inclusive practices.

Systemic Changes

Much of the literature on inclusion has focused on the
specific practices and strategies for supporting th%, null% idual
educational, emotional. and physical needs of students in
general education settings. While it is critical that a school
develop and reline these support strategies. another level of
Aymemic innemitions are necessary for an inclusionary
approach to succeed and endure. Systemic innovations me
inclusive practices that become a part or the school culture.
At Swanton, systemic change has focused on four areas:

Refining a vision and mission
Embracing shared leadership
Developing a culture of inquiry
Developing diverse and wsponsi% e classroom
configuration,
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Vision and Mission

Early on, Out vision and mission became catalysts for a
discussion of the efficacy of the segregated educational prac-
tices that were characteristic of our approach at that time.
Once there was consensus regarding Swanton's vision and
mission, discrete practices were discussed. The practice of
placing students in special education classes or in separate
collets had to be reconsidered: if we said we believed that
-...students will achieve what is essential to learn..., on what
basis could we exclude them Flom regular classroom oppor-
tunities within their community school? It was our vision
and mission that moved us forward with a systemic rather
than fragmented process. Constant articulation of vision was
essential to sustain a critical dialogue among all constituents
regarding values, current practices, and our goals. We real-
ized that such discourse was essential in a school that was
striving to be a "community of learners.-

Shared Leadership

Another essential ingredient for both full inclusion and
broader systemic change has been shared leadership. Full
inclusion has driven changes in practices, roles. and respon-
sibilities. Shared leadership has meant that teachers, adminis-
trators, students, parents, and other community members
have formal and informal opportunities to influence the
changes. In Swanton's shared leadership model, every voice
'nay not be heard on every issue. and every decision is not
made at a committee. building, or task force level. But, col-
laborative approaches to decision making are used when the
complexin or nature of the issue warrants. By ascribing to a
shared leadership model. the potential for broad-based, crea-
tive approaches to planning and problem-solving is achieved.

Two specific ways that leadership has been shared are
through the Design Team and task forces. The Design Team
is comprised of community members. teachers. the school
co-principals. IL :e assistant superintendent, a student, a hoard
member, an.; a parent. The team's responsihilities inch. ic
assuring that school-wide decisions are consistent with the
vision and mission. and supporting task force activities. Task
forces take on responsibilities that include involving staff.
students. and the community in developing goals consistent
with the vision and mission: identifying measurable student
outcome targets: developing action plans: and assessing
progress. Task forces have focused on middle level educa-
tion. literacy. technology. early education, social responsibil-
ity, and community collaboration.

Systemic inquiry

This community of shared leadership has also hecome
immersed in systemic inquiry. Considering current practices.
goals, or targets that are examined in the context of our
vision and mission has formed the basis for inquiry, We have
shaped our discourse Irmo questions that have constantly

emerged in our journey. The process of inquiry implies
actual research. This has created for us the necessary insight
to examine variables in general education that would perhaps
have been overlooked if we had adopted an inclusive model
of special education in isolation. Inquiry. or "action re-
search-, has enabled us to enfranchise all stakeholders w ithin
our community of learners. To pose questions regarding
fundamental practices. teachers need to trust, share. support,
and collaborate. Within such a mindful culture. actions are
taken with respect for the complexity of systemic change as
we endeavor to address the inteniclationship of the ms Had of
variables exposed when questions are posed.

Classroom Configurations

A final example of systemic change that has occurred is
the development of a range of classroom configurations and
placement and teaching options. As the character of our stu-
dent body broadened as a result of our inclusive practices, a
range of classroom options were needed. Traditional con-
figurations. where one teacher taught one class. worked for
some of our students but not a... . R4 exploring other ways to
configure classes, teachers, and resources. we have been able
to create options that are better able to accommodate a broad
range of needs in our student population. For example. many
teachers saw a need to create a sense of a small community
or "Iimily" within the school system as restructuring efforts
changed the dynamics of the classroom. In response to this
need. most teachers sought a collaborative partner in teach-
ing. These teaching "teams- yielded a variety of classroom
structures: single grade multi-age classrooms, multi-year
programs in which two teachers alternated grade levels so
they could team teach and keep a class for two years. single
grade two teacher teams. multi-grade two teacher teams.
along with some more "traditional- arrangements. Special
educators became members of teams as consultants. teachers.
and collaborative planners.

Conclusion

When we began our journey, full inclusion seemed to he
about the placement of children with disabilities in general
education classes. We soon learned that lull inclusion is
about school change, about enhancing our capacity to deal
with diversity. and doing so in a manner that respects the
rights and maintains the dignity of all. As we contit,ue out
journey, new strategies will emerge as our experiences in-
form us. Our challenge is to continue to embrace that which
has promise and discard that which does not. Our willingness
to do so is what makes us a community, of learners.

Richard Schein/tam is Co-Principal (111u' Strionon Iflonen-
tan School and Adjunct Assistant Prniksar in the Depart-
ment o/ Education. Univenity of Vermont. I.hula Pram ix el
!rafter al llee ;;,17111101I lilernrrunrt SCI1001. In
malted at 802,M68-44 1 7.
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Building an Inclusive High School Community
by Join? Emerson and Al Lewis Putnam

Collaboration among general and special educators has
been %iewed as critical to the success of students with spec-
ial needs hemg served in inclusive schools and classrooms.
As greater numbers of students with special learning needs
receive all or part of their education in general education
classrooms, the importance of effective. systematic teacher
collaboration becomes all the more evident.

Coilabonaire wonting, as used in promoting lull com-
munity membership of all students, is a continuous. inter-
active process that enahles general and special education
teachers. administrators. and support stall with diverse ex-
pertise to generate creative solutions to mutually defined,
student-focused issues. Through systematic collaborative
teaming. general and special educators are able to enhance
the lines of communication regarding student learning out-
comes. methods of instruction. materials modification, and
curricular adaptations. This is essential to the successful
integration and inclusion of students who have s,,ecial learn-
ing and support needs.

When Eastlake High School in Redmond, Washington.
opened its doors in 1993. the intent was to create a high
school community where all staff members would collabo-
rate. share responsibilities and resources, and work together
toward achieving Eastlake's vision of inclusion: that all stu-
dents have the opportunity to participate and he supported in
a full array of academic. vocational. and social opportuni-
ties. and he valued as contributing members of the school
community'. To make this vision a reality. 201Iahorative
teams have evolved. These teams can he viewed as func-
tioning at three different levels: (I ) instruction and support.
(2) curricula and program planning. and (31 school polies
and operations. These levels are not mutually exclusive:
they merlap and support and enhance the effeeth cites, ol
one another.

Instruction and Support

Collahoration at the instruction and support level takes
mans forms These include various staff members partici-
pating in team teaching: serving on guidance. IEP and tran-
sition teams: coordinating support programs like peer tutor-
ing: and providing consultation to other teachers. The fol-
lowing are three examples from the school of teaming el-
forts at the instruction and support level:

Consultation Teaming. At the beginning of the new
quarter. Steve. the IEP manager assigned to the science
area. meets with the integrated science teacher of one of
his students with an IEP. They discuss curriculum ex-
pectations, material nmdifications, grading issues. instruc-
tional accommodations. and support systems. This is the

student's first es er regular science class. She is anxious
about the class. the teacher's expectations. and her
chances of being successful. Several weeks into the
quarter. the science teacher asks Steve for assistance con-
cerning an upcoming project For which students are to
build three virus models. Steve and the science teacher
discuss the student's progress, strengths and challenges.
and ability to complete the project to estahlishcd evalua-
tion criteria. They decide that she will make one model
instead of the assigned three, and that her final project
grade will he determined jointly by Steve and the science
teacher based in part on IEP established criteria.

Team Teaching Brett. an IEP immager. and Jill. the
Principles of Technology teacher, have been team teach-
ing the Principles of Technology class since Eastlake
opened. Six to eight students with disabilities are usually
enrolled in this popular class. Jill has major responsibility
for curricular planning while Brett assumes primal.)
responsibility for student evaluation and grading. curricu-
lum modifications, and instructional adaptations. They
trade-off on the labs, based on interest and knowledge
level. Jill and Brett descrihe their team teaching style as
"tag team teaching." It is built on a commitment to listen
and to respect each other's teaching strengths and styles.
This team teaching model has resulted in the successful
inclusion of students traditionally served in separate
classrooms.

Transition Planning Teaming. Andrea, the Career
Center specialist. Joyce. the Business Department's work
experience coordinator. and George. an IEP manager.
meet to discuss a student's transition plan and community
job placement. Andrea and Joyce suggest a vocational
interest assessment prior to their next meeting with the
student and his parents. At this meeting. the assessment
results are discussed and they agree upon three job areas.
After locating an opportunity at a local supermarket.
Joyce again meets with George to discuss the joh require-
ments and monitoring responsibilities. Joyce will evaluate
the student's work performance while George will locus
on his completion of the "workplace journal- and work
related instruction hack at school.

As can be seen in these %igneues. the roles and responsihili-
ties of general and special education teachers have dramati-
cally changed from more traditional models. The isolated
resource wont teacher. pros iding parallel content instruction
for a small group of students w ith IEPs in a pull-out type
pregram. has heen replaced by a highly collahoratke model.

The roles and responsibilities of the special education
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teachers at Eastlake have changed most dramatically. For
example. during the 1994 -95 school year. four special edu-
cation teachers provided support and IEP management for 62
special needs students. These teachers also had direct respon-
sibility for at least one general education class. In order to
determine these new roles and responsihilities, a careful re-
view of class enrollment patterns and the support needs of all
students with disabilities occurs each semester. From this
analysis. the special education teachers are able to provide an
amay of collaborative focused services across content areas.
including the following:

Team Teaching. A general and special education teacher
joints plan and teach a regular content class.

Support. A special education teacher provides ongoing
support and specialized instruction to one or more students
with an IEP in a general education class.

Consultation. A special education teacher meets regularly
sec ith assigned general education teachers in a content area

to review student progress and suggest curricular adapta-
tions, instructional modifications. and evaluation options.

Monitoring. A special education teacher continually
monitors the progress of assigned students in a general
education class and meets with the students one-on-one to
discuss progress.

Special Class Instruction. A special or general education
teacher provides specialized instruction such as study
skilk. self-determination, reading, mathematics, or social
skills to a small group or students.

These services are pros ided on a daily basis, as 0101t n in the
sample schedule in Table I (see page 21).

MI Curricular and Program Planning

Collaboration at the curricular and program planning
level consists of teacher teams planning the various program,
offered at Eastlake and developing curriculum in various
content areas. One example of this kind of innovative col-
laboration is the Special Issues and Options Team ISIOTI. It
consists of five general education teachers, three special edu-
cators, and two administrators. One teacher from each con-
tent area is present to assure that collaborative planning is
grounded in general education curriculum and instructional
issues. The SIOT meets every two weeks to discuss and plan
or the effectiNe inclusion of all students. providing school-

wide leadership in defining an inclusion-fiteused curriculum
planning process and instructional support system that fit the
contest of kastlake's ongoing restructuring efforts. The team
also meets every summer for several days to review how
well students with disabilities are heing included in all as-
pects of the Eastlake community. A comprehensive school-
based staff development plan is formulated annually based
on teacher needs identified through surveys. focus groups.

and team member discussions with colleagues. Extensive
student achievement data is also collected and reviewed
regularly. including academic, social. career/vocational. and
transition measures.

This collaborative process has been important as special
education teachers have an ongoing dialogue with content
area teachers. and content area teachers have a direct link to
the special education staff who can pros ide a variety of indi-
vidualized support and small group assistance. Some of this
year's SLOT agenda items have included the need to teach
students self-determination skills with the review of several
exemplary curricula: the development of an after-school
teacher workshop focusing on grading and evaluation issues:
reviews of extracurricular participation rates of students: and
the design of at follow-along questionnaire for all students
who have exited Eastlake. These collaborative efforts. which
focus on student success by a team of general and special
education teachers. have resulted in significant progress in
developing a unified, inclusive system of instruction.

School Policy and Operations

The third level of collaborative activities at Eastlake
focuses on school policy and operations. Examples of such
collaboration include the Area Coordinators Team and the
SLOT. The Arca Coordinators Team consists of one represen-
tative from each core content area and special education.
They discuss at wide range of topics at their weekly meeting
such as budgets, curriculum support. scheduling. teaching
assignments, and staffing issues. The inclusion of special
education on this team has been critical to ensuring that
school policy and operations decisions consider the needs of
all students, especially those with disabilities. The following
is an example of area coordinator teaming at Eastlake:

At an Area Coordinators Team meeting. Brett, the special
services area coordinator, comments on the difficulty
special education teachers arc having in obtaining compre-
hensive lists of class projects and their due dates from
teachers across content areas. He describes bow important
this information is to the five special education teachers as
they monitor student progress and work with teachers on
needed accommodations or project adaptations. Following
the meeting, the area coordinators share this concern with
their area teachers, and at the next team meeting the coor-
dinators suggest development of a project monitoring form
that students will have each of their teachers complete. It is
proposed that students review their forms, which detail due
dates. expectations. and grading criteria, with their IEP
teacher on a weekly basis. The team agrees to try this
approach. and review its effectiveness at a later meeting.

Implications

Although general and special education teachers cud-
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Youth Leadership for Equity and Excellence in Schools
hr Carol Tashie. Cheryl Jorgensen, Jill Marlin, Joanne Malloy, Susan Shapiro-Barnard. and Mary Schuh

Throughout New Hampshire and the cutut). student.
ith and without disabilities have taken the lead in ensuring

that our schools and communities truly embrace in spirit
and practice the essence of equity and excellence kw all.
Imagine the following scenarios:

As part of the school'. advisory system. small groups of
students meet weekly w ith their teacher/advisor. Today.
the students are using a cooperative problem solving
strategy to brainstorm ideas on how to support one student,
who happens to have disabilities, during math class. After
the meeting is over. several students gather to discuss ways
in which this strategy could he used to solve other school
and student issue.. The students ask their advisor if they
can lead a problem-solving session every week to support
other students with any issues that might arise.

Every year. the New Hampshire Department of Education
awards 5200.000 in discretionary grants to middle and
high schools interested in developing innovative projects.
In the spring. the review committee meets to debate the
merits of the proposals and to grant funds accordingly.
Representatives from local public schools and institutions
of higher education, family members. and students. all of
whom have strong feelings about the strengths and weak-
nesses of certain proposals. sit at the table. A high school
student who had spent 10 years in segregated schools per-
suades the group to fully fund a proposal that supports stu-
dent. with significant disabilities to attend college.

The high school community council is meeting to discuss
the impact of the new block schedule on students and
faculty at the school. The council, which is the governing
body of the school, is composed of students. faculty. ad-
ministrators. and corninUnity members. At this meeting.
students present their views on how the new 4-by-4 sche-
dule is meeting the needs of students in the school and
offer suggestions on how faculty can better accommodate
the learning styles of the student population.

What do these three scenarios have in common? They are
examples of wa% s in which New Hampshire schools are
striving for equity and excellence for all students. as well as
how students with and without disabilities are taking a lead-
ing role in proposing. implementing.. and monitoring tuxes-
sar) changes.

Students as Leaders

Reforming the ways in which schools educate all
students requires the eullahoration and respect of eseryone

im olved. Educators. families. community members. and
students must work together to ensure that changes are made
that will support the needs of all students to he successful
now and in the future. In the past, much educational reform
occurred without the input of perhaps the most important
players the students. Today, many schools have recognized
the need not only to include students in restructuring efforts,
but also to support students to take the lead. What follows are
several examples of how New Hampshire students with and
without disabilities are leading the way in reforming schools.

Students as Advocates

A common complaint about the "youth of today" is that
they lack the passion and commitment of the youth of past
generations. Many New Hampshire students are dennnstrat-
ing the inaccuracy of this perception. Having been educated
in schools that practice inclusive education, these students ate
leading the way to ensue that their schools and communities
embrace, value, and support their peers who have disabilities.
Student advocacy occurs in many different ways. One group
of students has undertaken a campaign to make local busi-
nesses accessible to people with physical disabilities. Anoth-
er group of students staged a protest when one of their class-
mates was denied entrance into a seci,nd floor classroom. A
third group of students met with the school's transportation
supervisor to demand equal transportation for one of their
friends. Students throughout the state are making their voices
heard, and as a result of their advocacy. schools and commu-
nities are examining their beliefs and practices about the
inclusion of all students.

Students as Policymakers

In the past, the closest students ever got to school
governance was through participation in the student council.
Today, in New Hampshire, students are taking leadership
roles in policymaking at both the local end state levels.
Students serve on many of the advisory boards and task
forces that deal with issues that affect themselves and their
classmates. For example, as mcmhcrs or the Task Force for
the Improvement of Secondary Education and the School -to-
Work Comminee, students are involved in the allocation of
grant funds to local school districts. Students are heing
recognized as kcy stakeholders in education and are begin-
ning to he listened to when policy decisions are made.

Students as Educators

No longer are students simply learners: they are also
teachers or the subjects that arc important to them. At one
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national education conference. New Hampshire students
gave a presentation on how equity and excellence can work
in schools. At another conference, a New Hampshire student
gave a keynote address that contrasted his experiences in
hoth segregated and inclusive education. Groups of students
are sought alter to teach families, teachers, and other students
about friendship and belonging. Students are also teaching
teachers how to become more effective at cons cynic
knowledge and information. Several students from one high
school worked with their teacher to develop and teach a
summer course tin innovative science curriculum at an out-
of-state university. Students have embraced the role of
educators and schools have become richer as a result.

Students as Curriculum Consultants

Educators nationwide are examining ways in which the
transition from school to adult living for students with dis-
abilities can he most effective. In New Hampshire. schools
are looking at ways that all students can he supported to
make informed choices about their present lives and future
goals. Several school administrators have asked high school
students to help them develop courses and curricula to sup-
port all students as they move through high school and into
adulthood. These schools have supported diverse groups of
students to participate in off-campus retreats resulting in
student-developed and student-centered career and life
planning processes for the schools. Students have presented
their ideas to fellow students, administrators, and school
boards and. in one school, have written a curriculum guide to
he used in all advisory classes.

Students Supporting Students

The old adage "teacher knows best- is being challenged
in many schools as adults are acknowledging that, in many
cases, the people best suited to support students are their
classmates. Advisory classes, once thought of as adults sup-
porting students. are now used as opportunities for students
to support one another. Students are putting their heads
together to solve important issues that affect individual stu-
dents and the entire school system. In New Hampshire. stu-
dents have assisted one another in issues relating to inclusion
(why one student is not welcomed in certain classes: the
inequalities of the tracking system), friendship (supporting
an individual student to hecome better connected: redefining
the Peer Outreach system), and curriculum (developing and
piloting new courses). Students are clear in their desire to
support their classmates and are demonstrating great skill
and sensitivity in solving the issues that concern them.

Students as Learners

While some people believe that real leaders are "born
and not made.- it is generally agreed that leadership requires
knowledge and skills. To that end. there are many local and

statewide efforts underway to provide students with opportu-
nities to develop and refine their leadership abilities. For
example. the statewide Youth Leadership Series brought
together 40 students for five days of intensive training on
best practices in collaboration. community organizing.
inclusion, and systems change. National presenters with
expertise in social justice issues have met with students to
provide information and strategies on affecting change in
their schools and communities. Individual schools have
responded to the voices of students and have embedded
information on advocacy, inclusion, and equality into
existing classes and curriculum. One school is exploring the
addition of American Sign Language into its foreign lan-
guage department.

On an individual level, students are pursuing additional
knowledge in a wide variety of subjects related to leadership.
Several students have held apprenticeships in the state capital
with policymakers and government leaders. A college
student is visiting classrooms in a variety of towns to learn
more about educational practices that will support all
students as learners. One high school student is participating
in a six-day professional seminar to gain information on
enhancing supports for students with disabilities in his
school. As students are learning more about the issues that
concern them most, they are using the knowledge and skills
gained to make meaningful changes in their schools and
communities.

Conclusion

The students of today will hecome the educators. par-
ents. policymakers. and husincss leaders of the future. They
will he the people who will right our wrongs and refine our
ideals. Today. youth are teaching teachers, families, and
administrators what they want their schools to look like and
are taking the lead in making many of the necessary changes.
If we continue to support all students in their leadership
roles, we will begin to see true equity and excellence. now
and in the future

Carol Tashie, Cheryl foceensen. Jill Martin. locum. Malloy.
Susan Shapiro-Barnard, and Mary Schuh are prttjeci staff
with the lusrinne on Disability. University of New Hamm
shitt Con: ont They may he reached at 603/228-2084.

Note: The authoring of this aside was supported in part In (hank
#11 t 58A 10033-9 I. ///1023R200 I K. and RCIDAN-1.086 iron: the Office tit
Special I:dr:cation and Rehabilnalive Set ices. 1.1.S. Departmem of
lahicafion The )inv. expressed Lk, no' nccessaiib. repiesem Ha. polo L rn
position of ihe I' S Drriarailenl ill I klucaiion
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Together We're Better: Statewide Systems Change
hy Laura Aleclivelz and John Seiner

The Together We're Better Program began lour sears
ago it ith a desire to approach the def c.opment of inclusive
school commit-lines in it systemic manner. Typically , e

approach decision-making in our schools through only one
frame of reference...our own. he that the perspective of a
teacher. administrator, support person, parent. student. or
community member. \ \'e usually do not view each decision
tt thin the context of a system. In a systems approach. the
organization as a w hole and its members individually exam-
ine and et :dilate practices. structures. processes and policies

ithin the system in order to bring about tong tasting .bank.
The five-year Together We're Better Program is a

collaborative effort of the Minnesota Department of Chil-
dren. Families and Learning, and the Institute on Community.
Integration at the University of Minnesma, funded hy the
U.S. ()apartment of Education. Its mission is the develop-
ment of a single educational system that supports the mem-
bership. participation. and learning of all students. It is car-
rying Out that Mission through collahoratit e partnerships and
networking with Minnesota school districts, parent advocacy
organizations. and institutes or higher education.

Specific actin ities of the project fall into six areas:

District Partnerships. Partnerships lame been established
with four school districts across the state tOwatonna.
Chaska. Crookston. and Moorhead) for the purpose of
building more inclusive school communities through broad
systemic change. The program works with the districts to
support progress toward their vision of an inclusite system
by identifying goals. developing and implementing strate-
gies, and evaluating the outcomes.

Personnel Preparation/Development. The program has
identified critical teacher and administrator competencies.
%allies. and beliefs required to promote equity and create
community in schools with diverse populations and unique
learner needs. The results have heen shared with personnel
in Minnesota institutes of higher education as well as with
the Minnesota Board of Teaching.

Inclusion Nlentorship Program In addition to the lout
school districts that are pa:niers the program. ten
districts hate teams comprised of general and special edu-
cators. administrators, and part nts who act as a regional
resource to schools and families interested in the dc% clop-
meat of inclusite school ColliMunities. The program pro
tides training and technical assistance for the team,.

Statewide Training. Thy program has sponsored training
et ems that provide information to educators and families
on the detelopment of inclusite school connaunities. The
training etents include all summei institute anemic('

by the district. with Mhich the program collaborates.

Family Leadership. The program. in coital -oration with
parent advocacy organizations and school district.. has
conducted a needs assessment of families. identifying their
support and information needs. The result. hat e guided
training initiatives. informational to and the devel-
opillent of networking opportunities.

Inclusive Education Products. The Together We're
Better Program is developing informational materials to
suppon the efforts of schools in developing inclusite
school communities. including: System Thinking Ah-
',reunites and Strategies liar Developing Inclusive School
Communities': Defining Roles and Resinmsthithin Within
Teams in Inclusive School Communities; Curricular Stra-
regret at the Secondary Level; and The IntfilletlattlIS nl
"The 7 Habits qf Highly Effective People -thy Stephen
Covey) in Our Schools. These gill he available in 1997.

The impact of the program. which is entering its final
year. can he seen through the changes experienced in par-
ticipating districts. Paul Molestre. Director of Special Ser-
ices from Owatonna Puhlic Schools. which is one of the

participating districts. comments on the progress he has seen:

I can remember in a vivid and sometimes painful manner.
when inclusive education was something that %..; imple-
mented because of parental pressure and the threat of
litigation. What a dramatic and positive change to think
that we are now making educational decisions haled on
our vision. allies and knowledge of what is best for kids
rather than what is most convenient or what Ilas been past
practice. And to think that this inclusive perspective sow
extend. to other students representing diversity in our
population (gilled students. Mutsu English proficient
students. etc.) is most gratifying. The systems change
project has helped us (let clop this perspective on a
district-wide ha.i S.

A systems approach. such as Mat used in Togethel
We're Better, supports schools in their continuing journey
toward inclusive school communities. The broadened par-
s pectite offered M s) steals thinking creates many new
pannerships. collabora tive.. and coalitions. m Hell results in
long-term benefits for students. schools, I.:unities. and
communities.

(AIM! lethi et: and .Soma are ( .0°1'11111W on WWI the

together We're Beller l'rogram. 111,111E11e un (

ba r nal hell ut (I /2/624- i.?4".
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Zero Exclusion: Keeping Students in School
by Martha L. Ditir low, Mary E. Sinclair, and Sandra L. Christenson

The school restructuring elloits of today are (kit cri by a
desire to imprme the performance of school, and the stu-
dents in them. Toward this end. there hat e been reforms in
requirements. expectations. and school policies. including
those focusing on student behavior. Suspensions. zero toler-
ance policies. and an arras mother reforms are pre :dent.
particularly in secondary schools. The most extreme form of
exclusion. where students are "pushed- out of school. is a
real danger in current school rvstructuring efforts.

School dropouts are one of America's most challenging
problems - a problem that has gained such importance that it
has hcen targeted in Goal 2 of our national education goals.
Pashoms are among those students no longer attending
school, and may actually he more prevalent among dropouts
than students who have left school for reasons such as em-
ployment or pregnancy. Students with disabilities are among
those most likely to drop out or he pushed out. Unless speci-
fic efforts arc made to address the dropout problem for all
students. school restructuring has the potential to become a
mechanism Mr producing pour (or worse) outcomes roc
many student. not performing well in academic settings.

Contrary to commonly held beliefs, students w ho drop
out of school usually do so al.ler several years or grOkking
alienation from school a process that is usually abetted by
the school system and professionals within the system. Drop-
ping out or school has signilicant ;leg/lute consequences for
nearly all students. but particularly for students w ith

Dropouts are unemployed at rates more than 404t higher
than youth who complete school, and dropouts who find em-
otes aunt earn an average of 56000 less per year than gradu-
ates. Arrest rates for dropouts are alarming, reaching as high
as 73'4 for those with emotional and hehavioral disahilities.

As schools engage in restructuring. it is essential that
the factor in what is known about keeping youth in school.
()ter the past three years, three projects ALAS in Los
Angeles. Helier Aeadems in Seattle. and Check and Connect
in Minneapolis - hate collaborated in idernifs ing key ele-
ments of wecoNlul dropout pre ention or students with
learning and cm:Atonal/haat ioral disabilities. There are
mans masons to belies,: Mat the same approaches will work
diet:lively %kith other students as we particularly those
with challenging ham tors. Although in different parts or the
country. and comprised of somewhat different populations or
students. the three projects identified the following as essen-
tial strategic, for retaining the most challenging students:

Monitoring, Continuous tracking of each student in terms
of occurrence of risk behaviors (absences. course failures.
problem behaviors. etc.) and timely intertentions used to
alleviate risk helm% ion, or reactions to them.

1

Relationships. An adult or other person in the school
building a relationship with the student that demonstrates
respect. caring, and interest in the student. while also
continually communicating the importance of school.

Affiliation. Pnotuaing the student's connection to the
school and sense of belonging to the communits of
'.indents and staff.

Problem Solving. Developing in each student the skills
needed to resolve conflicts more constractiely. in hats
that improve the student's life.

Persistence. Continuity, and Consistency. Highly related
elements that convey that someone is always there for the
student. over time. and alums s ssitlt the same Message -
stay in school.

When the three projects merged their data regarding the
effectiveness of the strategies listed abuse. they confirmed
significant effects related to enrollment in school and pro-
gress toward graduation, two key indicators that students are
on track and will stay in school. For example, in terms of
enrollment in school, 8 %: of students with whom the inter-
entions were used remained in school through the ninth

grade (the 1994-95 school year) compared to only 774 of
comparison group students. In terms of their progress toward
graduation (credits earned al the end of ninth grade). 5614 of
those involved in the intervention were on track to graduate
in four yeah. compared to only 295; of comparison students.
Furthermore. 7/i' / of intervention students were on track to
graduate in five years. compared to milt 49'i or the compari-
son group.

Although it is possible for indis idual staff inembeiN
Rhin a school to provide these essential strategics for a stu-

dent. restructured schools have the unique opportunity to en-
sure that all staff engage in practices that promote student,'
engagement in school. Schools that demonstrate these essen-
tial dropout pre ention strategies in all the do are schools
that proirane a ststenlie assareness and mpression or the
philosophs of inclusion.

Martha L Thurlaw. Macy F. Sim lair, and Sandra L.
Christrmon are Project 1)1r0 Ion 01 the cllc'h WO Conine( I
Ih'r pouf /'rrrnfiri Pre)lee'l a? the ht.ilinfir all (innnuull0
integraaent. I CniVerSi1V 01 Min ilesePta. ilineap0113. ken'

bother ittlormation on the project contact Mary ar 612/624.
4335. I or complete findings. see WAnUrre list on page V.
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Resources
The1011owing resources are related la the restructuring of schools and practices in a nay that supports full inclusion of
students with di cabiliries. Please conleul the distributors listed for information about ordering the materials and for costs.

111 Books

Inclusive and Heterogeneous Education: Assessment,
Curriculum, and Instruction (1995). By M. Falvey. A
description of many practical strategics and examples for
including students with moderate to severe disabilities in
general education settings. Published by Paul H. Smokes
Publishing Company, Baltimore 800/638-3775.

Cooperative Teaching: Rebuilding the Schoolhouse for
All Students (1995). By .1. Bauwens and J. Hourcade. A
practical text about general and special educators joining
together to share instructional responsibilities for all
students. Published by Pro-Ed, Austin, Texas 512/451-
3246.

Creating an Inclusive School (1995). By R. Villa and
I. Thousand (Eds.). A comprehensive resource on the
foundations of inclusion and promising practices in K-I2
schools. Published by the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Ievelopment, Alexandria. Virginia 703/
549-9110.

Team Building for School Change: Equipping Teach-
ers for New Roles (1993). By G.]. Maeroff. A discussion
of team-building as a method to help teachers impmve as
professionals, equipping them to bring about changes on
behalf of students. Chapters focus on setting a climate for
team building. selecting teams. bonding and growing as a
team. the principal's role on the team, making time for
teams, obstacles to teams, and team building in the long-
run. Published by Teachers College Press. Colchester,
Vermont 800/445-6638.

Collaboration Handbook for Educators Working
Toward Inclusion of Special Needs Students (1995). By
L. Chalmers and M. Olson. A discussion of the value of
collaboration along with skills and strategies needed for
successful collaboration. Published by Practical Press.
Moorhead. Minnesota 218/233-2842.

Toward Inclusive Classrooms (1994). By M. Dalheim
(Ed.). A compilation of six specific examples of how
teachers across the country are trying to incorporate more
inclusive practices into their schools. Each example is
written by the teachers involved. Comprehensive explana-
tions are provided about all aspects of each teacher's and
school's work. providing sufficient details so that other
teachers and schools can use the information as a starting
point. Published by NEA Professional Library. West
I raven. Connecticut 800/229-4200.

Interactions: Collaboration Skills for School Profes-
sionals (1992). By M. Friend and L. Cook. Information
on the development and use of skills needed for effective
professional collaboration. including team meetings and
ongoing communication and problem-solving with par-
ents and colleagues. Published by Longman Publishing
Group, Addison Wesley Publishing. Reading. Massachu-
setts 800/447-2226.

III Manuals, Reports

Winning Ways: Creating Inclusive Schools, Class-
rooms and Communities (1995). By V, Roach, et al. A
report examining the implementation of inclusion from a
variety of perspectives, including those of teachers, par-
cnts, district and school administrators, and policymakers.
Published by National Association of State Boards of
Education, Alexandria, Virginia 8001220-5183.

How Are We Doing: A Review Process for Evaluating
Teams Which Are Working in Inclusive Settings
(1992). By L. Doyen), A. Ford, .1. Manisa, and R.F.
Schnorr. A review process for teams to use to discuss the
question. "How are we doing as a team'?" The process can
be used several times each year, and can result in con-
structive discussion about what's working and what needs
improvement. Published by The Inclusive Education
Project. Syracuse University. Syracuse. New York. 315/
443-1881.

Training/Curricula

Creating Inclusive School Communities: A Staff
Development Series for General and Special Educa-
tors (1996). By .1. York-Barr, R. Kronberg, and M.E.
Doyle. A five module series focusing on creating mean-
ingful individualized curricula and effective collaborative
teams. Published by Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.,
Baltimore 800/638-3775.

The Power of 2: Making a Difference Through Co-
Teaching (1995). By M. Friend and L. Cook. A video-
tape providing an in-depth understanding of the potential
of co-teaching as a service delivery system in schools
with an inclusive school philosophy. When combined
with activities suggested in the facilitator's guide, the
package can provide a solid foundation for the develop-
ment or enhancement of a co-teaching program. Available
from CASE Research Committee, Smith Research Center,
Indiana University. Bloomington 812/855- 5091).
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High School, continued front page 15

laborate on a daily basis at Eastlake. staff members still face
many challenges. These include continually defining their

having difficulty adjusting to the classes. She inappropri-
ately seeks out adult attention, is overly dependent on
teacher assistance, and is afraid to initiate independent
work. Her !EP Manager describes the self-contained junior

Table I: Special Education Teachers Daily Schedule

Teacher Period I Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6

1.0 FIT
.6 sp ed

.4 leg ed

Support
Integrated
Science

MIMI Teaching
Humanities Blou.

Suppon
Integrated
Science

Prep/Monitoring Independent
Study Skills

1.0 FTE
.8 sp ed
.2 reg ed

SIIPIWII
Math Skills/
Algebra

Prep/
Monitoring

Senior
Connections
(English)

Cl111S1(111161111

Geometry
Team Teaching
Humanities Block

I A) FTE

.8 sp ed

.2 reg ml

Prep/
Monitoring

Team Teaching
Principles of
Technology

Team Sports
WE)

Team reaching
Principles of
Technology

Team Teaching l

Algebra
Consultation
Algebra
Independent
Study Skills

I .0 FTE
8 sp ed

.2 reg ed

Consultation
Geometry

Team Teaching
Algebra

"lump Start"
Study Skills
- Language Arts

Independent
Study
-Language Arts

Consultation
Geometry

Pr.T/ivlonitoring

specific roles and responsibilities, finding sufficient planning
and meeting time, communicating effectively with other staff
members, delivering instructional accommodations to stu-
dents and teachers in a timely manner, implementing a well-
defined system for evaluating and grading students, and
effectively presenting staff development opportunities. A
general educator and a special educator who team teach a
Humanities class have articulated what they believe to he the
key elements to successful collaboration:

A compatible level of academic and behavioral expecta-
tions by all staff members.

All stuff taking responsibility for student success.

Student perception that all teachers are supporting them.
not just the special education teachers.

Establishment and continual review of clear definitions of
roles and responsibilities.

Clear articulation and understanding regarding expected
student outcomes.

A willingness to honestly communicate concerning what is
the best for each individual student.

These elements seem in place in this last example in which
the guidance team meets to discuss a new Eastlake student:

A student's Algebra and I lumanities teachers bring to the
Guidance Team meeting their concerns that ihe student is

high school setting she has recently me ved from and asks
questions about her progress to date. The team decides to
develop a seven-step plan to address her behaviors, and
present it to the student's parent for review and modifica-
tion. Following approval by her parents, a final plan is
agreed upon and communicated to all her teachers. In the
plan. a peer tutor is assigned to work with the student in
two classes, and the student is taught to ask for teacher
assistance and assignment clarification in appropriate
ways. The consistent implementation and continuous mon-
itoring of this plan throughout the day by all her teachers
results in new academic and social opportunities for the
student.

Collaborative teaming is a very powerful educational
strategy that is making a real difference in the lives of stu-
dents and leachers. As schools seek new ways to prepare all
students for full community membership, teachers must take
the lead in fining new working relationships. Breaking from
past practices requires difficult collective, collaborative work
by the total schoo' community. Together, general and special
education can help create classrooms, schools, and communi-
ties where all studet s find success and satisfaction.

J(11111 EinerS(111 and M. LetriS Peuruu,r are PrOkCi OP-

Diretiors with the Washington Research Institute. Seattle.
They ?nay he reached at 206/285-93/7.
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Habib, coniiiniell.lrom Nee I

effective. The seventh habit Is concerned ss ith the ongoing
renewal of an indi: ideal. recognizing the fact that lime and
energy must he given to a person's ph) sical. mental. spirit-
ual. and social/emotional well-heing to ensure effectiveness
on a long term bask.

The three to he elahorated upon in this article are Be
Proactive: Been, With the End in Mind: inn] Seek First to
fthirestand, Then hi Be (indentruid. These have been par-
ticular!) useful in educational restructuring efforts.

III Habit 1: Be Proactive

Simply stated. Habit I says that one aftvoyr has choices.
Proactive people recognize that tact and consciously choose
their response to any situation. In contrast, reactive people
see themselves as powerless. victims of circumstances with
no recourse except to wait for someone else to fix the prob-
lem or remove the obstacles. In discussing proactivity.
Covey emphasizes the importance of recognizing those
things in life that arc within one's circle of Mfluence and
those that arc within one's circle of concern. Issues within
one's circle of influence are the things os er which one has
some direct control and about which one can do something,
Issues within a person's circle of concern are things that con-
cern an indis ideal- but os er which one does not have any
direct control. Proactive people choose to focus on items
within their circle of influence, with the result typically
being that their circle of influence expands. Reactive indi-
viduals focus on their circle of concern. resulting in paralysis
because they are focused on things over which they curl entls
has° no influence. Reactive individuals frequently attribute
blame to people and conditions external to themselves. A
final dimension of proactivity is recognition that often one
cannot control life events. but Call control one's reaction.

The application of this habit in education setting, ma)
he seen through the example of an elementary elass100111
teacher pnnided the opportunity to s isit a neighboring dis-
trict as pan of a staff development educational exchange
program. The elemental.) school he visits works very hard to
include children 55 ith disabilities in general education class-
rooms and provide the support necessary to meet their needs
in that setting. The visiting teacher is energized by this con-
cept and sees benefits for all children and adults in a school
community. He returns to the school where he teaches and.
at a staff meeting. presents a report of his educational ex-
change s isit. The response to the idea of incluthng childre,
ss ith disabilities in general education classrooms is a barrage
of objections: "It costs too much: how could we I ,ssihly do
Mail.] have no training: I don't think sou understand the
very special needs that these children I, The needs of
those children could never he addressed in a regular class-
room... If the teacher responded reactively. he would locus
on all the concerns that were raised. w ith the attitude that
until those issues ;a; all resoh ed thew is nothing that he can

do to support a more inclusive school community. I f how -
ever. he responds proactively. he might request that sonic of
the fifth grade age students Yvith disabilities he placed in his
fifth grade classroom: he might participate in the IEP meet-
ings to insure that adequate support is provided and he has a
good understanding of a child's unique needs: and he might
give updates at staff meetings to share successes and con-
cerns and invite Bellow -up conversation. with anyone inter-
ested in learning more or helping to solve sonic of the issues.

As you read this example, did you sense a difference in
how the teacher would feel about h mself and his work in the
two scenarios? Is it also apparent that by being proactive, his
chances of enlarging his circle of influence related to this
issue will gross'?

X Habit 2: Begin with the End in Mind

Habit 2 encourages people to develop their own personal
mission statement. which simply means thinking about what
they want to accomplish throughout their lives and how they
want to be toward others. An essential pan of a personal
mission statement is that it encompasses all aspects of life
that are important to an individual and does not focus on just
one facet such as \acanthi. There are always many opportu-
nities to leant new things and get MY olved in activities and
projects. Howes er, saying yes to all these opportunities leads
to not (Mimi anything very well. A second consequence of
saying yes to every opportunity in one area of life. such as
work. is saying no to other important aspects of life. such as
family and friends. The essence of Habit 2 is summarized in
the following quote from Covey: ''It is easy to say no yi hen
there is a deeper yes horning within.- The -deeper ses- is

one's personal mission statement.
In an educational setting. the impact of a mission

statement can he illustrated in the experience of a principal
of a middle school who has worked vers hard with the staff,
families. and students to articulate a mission statement and
develop related goals and action plans for the nest three
ears. This strategic plan is not only a goal of the district for

each school. bm it is also a personal goal of the principal
related to her mission statement focus on being an effective
leader and insuhing all parties in decision-making that
affects their live+. Several months after the completion of the
school's strategic planning. the assistant superintendent
conies to this principal and asked her to comudt her school as
a pilot site for a new science curriculum the district wants to
explore. This request does not align with the priority goals
articulated at the middle school. The principal's response is.
thereby°, that the science curriculum sounds s er) exciting
and worthwhile: how es cr. unless the school community
agrees to consider this option and makes i1 a priorits over
goals to which they pro iously agreed. they ty ill haw to
decline the opportunity. Such a response may not hay e
entered the principal's Mind had she not articulated for
herself a -deeper sc.-. Haying a -deeper made it caster
to vas 1111 respectful!) and with well-reasoned rationale.

1) 4
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Habit 5: Seek First to Understand,
Then to Be Understood

This habit is one of the most important tenants of effec-
tive communication and probably the most under-utilimd.
Habit 5 suggests that effectke communication requires first
an understanding of the other person. After checking to he
sure that, in fact. one's understanding of the other person's
perspective is accurate, one can then communicate his or her
Mr perspective. Covey refers to this as empathic listening,
as opposed to autobiographical listening. Autobiographical
listening is listening with the intent to reply and add one's
own perspective. It may inAude statements that evaluate
what someone else has said. interpret their communication,
give unsolicited advice, or ask questions as a prelude to
evaluating. interpreting, or advising. Most people listen with
the intent to reply. In contrast, an empathic listener would
desire to understand the other person, he willing to he in-
fluenced by them. and utilize the skills of reflecting both the
content and feeling of what a person has said hack to them as
a way to insure understanding.

An example of empathic listening can he found in an
interaction between a teacher and inclusion facilitator. The
third grade teacher (Renee) has been teaching for 20 years
and will have c. student (Lynn) with significant mental and
physical disabilities in her classroom for the first time nest
year. The student's case manager (Site) is an inclusion
facilitator for the elementary school and was formerly the
teacher in a self contained special education classroom in the
building. Renee has just learned that Lynn is on her class list
next year and that a meeting is scheduled in two weeks to
plan for Lynn's memheNhip in the third grade. The follow-
ing cons ersation is an illustration of Sue listening to Renee in
a manner that demonstrates Meek First to understand-,

Renee: Hi. Sue. Do you have a minute?

Sue: Sure. conic on in!

Rowe: You know. I've been leaching for 20 years. but
latch the demands are snowballing. I've just had it

Sue: It sounds like you're feeling frustrated with your job.

Renee' Well, there is always something, but the idea of
having Lynn in my room next year is the last straw. What
could I possibly teach her'? And w ho is going to attend to
all of her physical needs? It's ridiculous.

Sue: It sounds like you feel overwhelmed and unsure about
the idea of meeting Lynn's needs in your classroom.

Renee: You het! I Ito' e to teach Ian zuage arts, social
studies. science. math. and art. I don't think those subject,
'flake sense for I.\ in who can't speak. or read. or write. Or
do any of the things needed to learn those subjects.

Sae: S0 your classroom is a mismatch for I ynn's needs'.'

Kane: Well, yes. although I really don't know her needs.

Sue: Would he liciprul i0 learn a little Ism ahom Lynn?

Renee: Well. ye+. I mean. here I ant ahOUI to ha x e a "AI-
dent enter my room and I have no idea what or how to
teach her and I'm the teacher!

Sue: So you're feeling this huge sense of responsibility and
also feeling scared that you won't know w hat to do.

Renee: Thar, it exactly ! So w hat can I do -'

SW: Well. Lynn is in Carl's class this year. You might
want to spend sonic time in there. obsen ing her. interact-
ing with her. and also talking with Carl. and Judy. the
chr.sroom assistant, and will) Lynn's classmates.

Renee: But there's only One Of the to go around. No one is
going to have time to take 'y class co I can do that.

Sue: So you would really like to spend time in second
grade with Lynn. but you feel like asking anyone to take
your class during that time is too much to ask'?

Renee: Yes. Do you have any suggestions'?

Sue: I'd love to work with you supporting yoLir class so
that you can spend time in second grade. It will also he
helpful for me to begin getting a better handle on third
grade curriculum so that I'll he able to work more effec-
tively with you next year in meeting Lynn's needs.

Imagine what the conversation might have sounded like had
Sue attempted to evaluate what Renee was sharing (-You're
just stressed out because it is the end of the school year). or
interpreted Renee's feelings and provided ads ice based upon
that interpretation (" I used to think it would 'loci- work
either, but it Win. you just need to relax and give it some
timc-). Not only would Renee have felt devalued. she would
have received no support and felt mote overwhelmed, ZI very
different outcome.

Conclusion

The 7 Habit:\ cplighly l; /]retire' PetTle does not pro-
side magical formulas or give quick-fix solutions. Howe \ er.
the habits do provide guidance about how to sort through the
os erwhel mi ng number of -opportunities- faced In educators
toda), fOCUS on those that align w ith a personal or organita-
tional mission. channel energy into areas one can influence.
and communicate and work inure effectively' \\ ith others.
Taking the time to learn about and practice the habits can
has e a tremendous impact on one's ability to accomplish the
very important tacks of being an effecti e educator and in
diced t- human being.

Terri Vandereorpk is l)ireefor Inchoirel.:rhication Pro.
grallb. bn7ilrrlr On (lomat:di lateeration. 1 'stiverAitv ul
Af lam uqa, AfinneapylA May be readied elf 6121625.
65i
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